The enzyme acetolactate synthase (ALS, EC 2.2.1.6) also known as acetohydroxyacid change from serine to asparagine at residue 653 (Sathasivan et al., 1991) . Wheat is an 56 allohexaploid with three genomes (A, B, and D) , and a chromosome number of 2n=6x=42 57 (Poehlman and Sleper, 1995) . Each genome has a homologous AHAS gene located on the long 58 arm of chromosome 6 (6A, 6B and 6D). Imidazolinone resistance is additive with higher levels 59 of resistance observed with each additional resistant allele (Pozniak, et al., 2004) . Up to six 60 resistant copies possible with two in each genome.
61
In order to produce new wheat cultivars containing mutant AHAS that confer tolerance to 62 imidazolinones, sufficient screening methods need to be in place to detect the mutation. Options 63 for screening are direct herbicide application, biochemical assays for AHAS activity and DNA-64 based methods. Testing by application of herbicide and biochemical assays for AHAS activity 65 can provide limited information as to mutation copy number; this is especially true in trying to 66 discriminate between 3 and 4 copies of the allele. These methods of screening also provide no 67 information as to the genome on which the mutation is located without extensive test crossing 68 (Willenborg et al., 2008; Newhouse et al., 1992) . DNA-based methods such as polymerase chain 69 reaction (PCR) targeting DNA from the AHAS LSU followed by traditional Sanger sequencing 70 can be used to identify the mutant allele and the particular genome on which it is located; 71 however such a method is not practical for more than a modest number of samples. PCR-based An alternative DNA-based screening protocol is described here in which pyrosequencing 79 is used to screen for the S653N imidazolinone tolerant mutation(s) in all three wheat genomes.
80
Pyrosequencing is a sequencing-by-synthesis, primer-directed polymerase extension method that 81 relies on the detection of pyrophosphate which is released upon nucleotide incorporation and was 82 first described by Ronaghi et al., 1998 percentage, which is very useful in the case of wheat which has three AHAS genes.
86

MATERIALS AND METHODS
88
Plant material
89
Wheat plants used for establishing zero through four copies of the S653N mutation 90 included Lambert (Zemetra et al., 1995) Oregon State University, is a four-copy mutant, homozygous for the A and D genome mutations.
97
Genome specific S653N mutations are denoted by lower case genome letters, such that one 98 mutant copy in the B genome is denoted as AABbDD.
99
Unknowns used for assay validation were segregating crosses and doubled haploids from exhausted, in particular the biotinylated primer. Amplified DNA quality was checked using one 118 μl of the PCR reaction on a 1.2% agarose gel.
119
Pyrosequencing Assays
120
Total copy number of the S653N imidazolinone tolerant mutation was detected using a interval determination, and disagreements between the two assays were settled using the genome 142 specific assay to determine copy number for each genome.
143
RESULTS
A four replicate trial of each of the five mutation levels available (wild type, one, two, 146 three and four S653N mutant copies out of six possible), as determined by the BASF protocol, 147 was used to create a confidence interval correlating pyrosequencing output to S653N copy 148 number. Pyrosequencing results (percent mutant allele) for wild type (zero copies), the punitive 149 95% confidence interval was 2.3 -4.2, for one-copy mutants it was 17.4 -20.6, for two-copy 150 mutants it was 33.4 -37.1, for three-copy mutants it was 54.8 -56.7 and for four-copy mutants Table 1 ). Standard deviation was greatest at four copies, however 152 two copies had greater standard deviation than three copies. An example of pyrosequencing 153 output for each copy level is presented in Figure 3 . Once the pyrosequening assay was finalized, 154 repeated runs were made with the following controls; template only, sequencing primer alone, 155 negative PCR sample, and negative PCR sample minus sequencing primer. All controls 156 indicated an artifact-free assay. Confidence intervals were tested against 76 unknowns from 157 segregating populations with five levels of mutation copy available and the results were 158 confirmed by the BASF protocol with no discrepancies (Supplemental Table 1 ).
159
Polymerase chain reaction bias was performed using 5 lines of varying mutation levels 160 using a genome nonspecific primer identical to the genome specific primers except it was 161 missing the 3' genome specific nucleotide. In this way pyrosequencing detected the proportion 
170
Genome specific primers were evaluated for genome specificity and mutant percentage 171 using the five mutation levels mentioned above. Results were similar to those expected (Table   172 3), although 1-and 2-copy mutant levels tended to be low (data not shown), i.e. less than the 173 expected 50% and 100%. Mutant detection was specific to the genome of the sequencing 174 primer, although B genome specific primers showed low levels of the mutant SNP with no 175 copies of the mutation present. A and D genome specific sequencing primers both showed 0% 176 mutant SNP in the appropriate lines. One versus two copies per genome were generally easily 177 distinguishable. (Sikaroodi and Gilevet, 2012; Wagner et al., 1994) . Therefore, the relative 207 abundance of each genome was determined for the amplicon used in these experiments.
178
DISCUSSION
208
Polymerase chain reaction bias was detected such that the D genome amplified at a lower 209 frequency, 27.4%, than A and B genomes, 35.2% and 37.3%, respectively (Table 2) . Assuming 210 no other bias in the assay, this would generate distortion in the mutation frequency.
211
Unfortunately the lines used here do not provide the best combination of genome mutants to 212 make a direct comparison, e.g. single mutant copy in each of the three genomes. However, it is 213 possible to compare four-copy mutants, seventeen AAbbdd lines and eight aaBBdd lines, which 214 averaged 72.8% and 62% S653N, respectively (Supplemental Table 1 ). The higher S365N 215 percentage of AAbbdd lines compared to aaBBdd lines is expected considering the B genome is 216 amplified at a higher level, 37.3%, than the A genome, 35.3%, although the difference is greater 217 than expected. It would appear that PCR bias relative to the genome does contribute to skewing 218 of S653N detection in this case.
219
Although one assay will reliably detect total S653N copy number, in certain 220 circumstances the detection of copy number within each of wheat's three genomes is desired.
221
This was accomplished through utilization of the genome specific SNP 38 base pairs upstream of 222 the S653N polymorphism (Figure 1 ). Three assays, one for each genome, are required to primer detected low levels of mutant SNP when no mutation was present, which is similar to 226 results using the genome non-specific sequencing primer. B and D genome specific assays 227 detected less than the 50% and 100% expected for the 1 and 2 mutant copies, respectively. This 228 may reflect loss of signal as the distance from the sequencing primer increased.
229
Results presented here demonstrate a novel strategy for determining copy number of the 230 S653N mutation in hexaploid wheat. These assays require significantly fewer steps than current 231 assays. Wheat breeders would benefit from knowing both the total S653N copy number and 
